FINANCE

Business and Finance goes hand-in-hand. People
believe that to start a business, they need a huge
amount of money to invest as a capital but they
aren’t aware that working in a smart way with a
small amount of money can make their business
flourish.
So, in order to make the full use of a small
amount of money, in the most effective way
possible, a Finance Course may add wings to the
business.The field of Finance concerns the
management of cash and it’s investments. It
deals with the expenditure and attaining the
needed funds for a company.
The sole purpose of Finance is to manage the
cash in most effective way possible, raise it and
even save money.

CROSS SKILLS
AT A GLANCE

The expert faculty at Cross Skills
focuses deeply on your interests
and skills and will guide you to
polish them and bring the best
outcome of your compelling
work.
We at Cross Skills provide you
the best online finance classes.
Our expert faculty has designed
a well-structured learning
program which helps you to
learn with ease.
Expand your writing skills with
the best trainers and instructors
and turn your talent or the skill
you possess into a profession of
your choice.

WHAT YOU WILL
LEARN IN THIS
PROGRAM?
Finance Management- Financial Management is a vital
activity in any organization. It is the process of
planning, organizing, controlling and monitoring
financial resources in order to achieve organizational
goals and objectives.
Entrepreneurial Finance- Entrepreneurial Finance is
the study of the financing of the new business
ventures. It is really important from the view of
fundraising.
Portfolio Management- Portfolio Management is
the management of individual’s investments in the
form of bonds, shares, cash, mutual funds etc. so
that he earns the maximum profit.
Risk Management- Risk Management helps in
monitoring the potential risks in advance and
analyzing them and taking precautionary steps to
reduce them.

WHAT YOU WILL
LEARN IN THIS
PROGRAM?

International Trade and Finance- Trade Finance
concerns the two players of trade transaction–
1.The exporter and 2.The Importer
Financial Derivatives-Financial Derivatives are
products whose values are derived from the values
of the underlying assets. Few assets for derivatives
are stocks, commodities, currencies, bonds etc.
Cash Flow Analysis- Cash Flow Analysis as the
name suggests, is the study of cash budget. It is
essential to keep a check on the financial health of
any firm.
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WHAT’S NEW AT
CROSS SKILLS

Expert faculty- Cross skills faculty is enriched with
instructors and trainers who are experts in finance
By joining, Cross Skills you will can easily avail numerous
professional guidance by them , to pave your way
towards your goals.
Structured learning program- You may have come across
various virtual learning platforms and may have also joined
a few of them and quit after realizing that they directly dive
into the expert level training.
We at Cross Skills ensure to provide you a step by step
learning program from a beginner’s level to an expert one.
Webinars- Cross Skills conduct webinars on weekly basis
where you can interact with the best financers.
Learners from all over the globe- Cross Skills have learners
from all over the globe. People not only from India but from
Abroad as well are a part of Cross Skills.

Competitions to showcase your Talent-To keep a check
on your our learning process and to enlighten the power of
consistency in your learned skills, Cross Skills conduct
Competitions on weekly basis.

WHAT’S NEW AT
CROSS SKILLS

Convenient learning hours- We at Cross Skills provide you
flexible learning hours. You can choose the timing
of your classes according to your mood or schedule
and gain the experience of learning as per your
convenient timings.
Interactive classes with guests- On a weekly basis,
to make the learning process more exciting,
Cross Skills conduct interactive classes with guests.
Weekly evaluation classes- We at Cross Skills not
only focus on teaching you but we also conduct weekly
evaluation classes, where you will get the feedback
from our expert faculty.
Competitive and encouraging platform- We aim at providing
you a competitive and encouraging platform by means of
guest lectures, talent showcasing competitions, open mics,
etc. to help you in maintaining consistency.

FEW WORDS FROM OUR
EXPERT
PUBLIC SPEAKERS
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If you are zealous about the field of
finance or if you desire to turn your skills
into a profession, don’t let this golden
opportunity go. Unleash your hidden
talent with us. Do yourself, a favor and
master your skills sets with us.It’s always a
matter of now or never.
So, register now at Cross Skills. We ensure
to provide you the best platform for a
better online learning experience.
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